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Introduction            1 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

BY THE EVEN, AND THE ODD!                                                                           

    (89/3) 

Here, we shall together witness the miraculous 19 code & system this time within                             

the Even (=alshafi), and the Odd (=alvatre) numbers in the Quran-Testament herein, 

briefly and precisely, in this third document.                                                                                                                              

These will actually and basically be related with all of those numbers of the Chapters,              

and then all of those total numbers of the Verses therein, in the Quran-Testament.                                                               

After having together already witnessed those hugely miraculous 2 pairs of golden Words, 

and then those hugely miraculous 7 pairs of golden Letters manifestly, within our first               

two critical documents, we shall see here how Almighty is again working Wonders by 

creating pairs (this time with Even and Odd numbers) herein, and then precisely coding 

them with number 19, on both sides, again! (please, remember 74/26-30 in this regard.)  

And before going into our main Subject herein, we should certainly know and bear in mind 

herein beforehand, how Almighty has already coded the total number of the Chapters and 

the Verses overall in the Quran-Testament miraculously, thus:  

** There are in total 114 (=19x…) Chapters in the Quran-Testament,     

** There are --including those 112 unnumbered “opening statements” (=bism …)--                        

in total 6346 (=19x…) Verses in the Quran-Testament;      

** There are --including those unnumbered “opening statements” (=bism …) therein--                      

in total 266 (=19x…) Verses in those 6 Chapters whose numbers are multiple of 19,                             

(=Chapter 19 & 38 & 57 & 76 & 95 & 114) 

** So there are --including those unnumbered “opening statements” (=bism …) therein--              

in total 6080 (=19x…) Verses in those remaining 108 Chapters again, in the                             

Quran-Testament. 

After thus knowing these basic miraculous facts, we may now perhaps appreciate even 

more deeply those further precise “mathematical plannings” of Almighty this time within 

those Even and Odd numbers, regarding the numbers of Chapters and the total numbers of 

Verses therein, in the Quran-Testament, this time in this respect, under number 19 again, 

as we shall clearly witness next!   
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________                     

 

              CODE “19,”                                                                                                                            

WITHIN THE EVEN, AND THE ODD NUMBERS! 

 

====================                                                                                                                                      

1- By the dawn.                                                                                                                                                                 

2- And the ten nights.                                                                                                                                                  

3- By the Even (=alshafi), and the Odd (=alvatre)!                                                                                                                               

4- And the night, when it passes.                                                                                                                                     

5- Is there not in these (phenomena & numbers) an “Oath,” for those who possess 

intelligence! (The Testament 89/1-5)                                                                                                 

====================                                                                                                

====================                                                                                                                                          

26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter.                                          

27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                                

       ------------------------------------                 ----------------------------------------                                                                                                                             

It does not let-last,          and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                    

-------------------------------                                                                                    

              Tables                                                                                                                                

-------------------------------                                                                                                           

                                for the humanity.                                                                                                            

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”                                      

 

(The Testament 74/26-30)                                                                                       

==================== 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

First of all, we must notice herein that this singular number “19” is also basically made up 

of two major numbers:                                                                                                                                                                                  

an Even number:  “10”                                                                                                                                                                     

an Odd number:     “9”    

And in the Quran-Testament, this most special singular number is already written and 

hence originally and specifically referred to as “Nine-Ten” (=tisata-ashara) therein! 

(74/30) 

And so after also remembering now this related most critical other Verse, in this respect: 

====================                                                                                                                                             

23- The Authority has sent-down -herein- the nicest Utterance as a written-record,                    

consisting of similar --Numbers-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)!                                    

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their 

hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of The Authority!                                                

(please, remember that this “Uprooter” (=Saqara) system, upon which there would be “19” is already also 

called a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) by Almighy in the above Verses (74/26-31), and then Almighty 

emphasized therein too that He would guide (=yahdee) with it, whoever wants it, and makes-stray 

(=yudellu) with it, whoever wants it, thereafter also! So we should thus clearly see the very close relation 

between these two most critical Verses (74/26-31 = 39/23) in the Quran-Testament in this respect,                                  

and that Almighty is thus referring us to the same 19 coded exceptional “mathematical planning” in the end,                                    

in both of these Verses!)                                                                                                                                                                                                          

This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of The Authority, He guides (=yahdee) with it 

whomever He wants; but whomever The Authority makes-stray (=yudellu), there can be 

no Guide for him -thereafter! (The Testament 39/23)                                                                           

====================                                                                                                      

 We should now thereupon immediately and clearly see, first of all, that                                                             

in the Quran-Testament there shall, of course, be basically 57 Even numbered Chapters, 

and 57 Odd numbered Chapters thereafter, in the first place, and then they will also come 

in twoers/pairs (=mathaanea) herein, thus:  
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

            19x3           19x3                                                                                                                                    

Even numbered Chapters    Odd numbered Chapters 

2              1                               

4              3                               

6              5                                         

8              7                                              

10               9                     

12               11                          

14               13                       

16             15                                                                                                                                             

18             17                            

20               19                                                                      

22               21                                    

24               23                                   

26               25                                       

28               27                      

30               29                    

32               31                     

34               33                    

36               35                                    

38               37                                    

40               39                      

42               41                     

44                43                                    

46               45                   

48               47                                  

50               49                   

52               51                    

54               53                                  

56               55                     

58               57                    

60               59                                  

62               61                 

64               63                                     
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

66               65                                  

68               67                                  

70               69                     

72               71                     

74               73                     

76               75                     

78               77                                     

80               79                                                                

82               81              

84             83             

86              85             

88               87             

90               89             

92               91             

94               93             

96               95              

98               97                                 

100               99                   

102               101                    

104               103                  

106               105                               

108               107                                  

110               109                  

112               111                   

114             113    

_________________________           _________________________ 

       19x…          19x… 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

And so after this, we should certainly and immediately notice that                                                                    

within those 19x3 Even numbered Chapters --on the left side-- above, we shall thereafter 

precisely find  

10x3 Even numbered total Verses,      (*see that because “10” is an Even number herein)  

9x3 Odd numbered total Verses,       (*see that because “9” is an Odd number herein)                                                                                                                             

within them in the Quran-Testament thereafter thus: 

 

10x3 Even numbered   9x3 Odd numbered                                                                                                                               

total Verses                total Verses 

2              286    6              165                      

4              176      8              75                                    

14           52        10           109                                

16           128       12           111                                

18           110      20           135                       

22           78       26           227                           

24           64        36           83                                             

28           88        40           85                                          

30           60        42           53                                                  

32           30       44           59                                               

34           54      46           35                                                

38           88      48           29                                                              

56           96       50           45                                             

58           22       52           49                                                
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

64           18       54           55                                                 

66           12      60           13                                               

68           52       62           11                                            

70           44      76           31                              

72           28       82           19                                              

74           56        84           25                                            

78           40      86           17                               

80           42      92           21                                             

88           26       96           19                                                       

90           20      100        11                                          

94    8      104        9                                            

98    8    108        3                                                                                                                 

102    8       110        3                                                            

106    4                                                                      

112    4                                               

114     6 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

And so after this, we should again certainly and immediately notice that                                                                    

within those 19x3 Odd numbered Chapters --on the right side-- above, we shall thereafter 

again precisely find  

10x3 Even numbered total Verses,      (*see that because “10” is an Even number herein)  

9x3 Odd numbered total Verses,       (*see that because “ 9” is an Odd number herein)                                                                                                                            

within them in the Quran-Testament thereafter thus: 

 

10x3 Even numbered   9x3 Odd numbered                                                                                                                     

total Verses                   total Verses 

3          200    1              7          

5           120    9              127          

7           206      11       123                                       

19           98       13       43                                                   

21           112    15       99                                   

23           118      17       111                                                  

31           34       25       77                                   

37           182    27       93                  

41           54      29       69                          

47           38      33       73                                       

49           18       35       45                                    

51           60      39       75                        

53           62       43       89                         

55           78       45       37                                    
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

59           24      57       29                                    

61           14       63       11                     

65           12       81       29                                  

67           30       87       19                                             

69           52       91       15                                             

71           28       93       11                     

73           20        97       5                                              

75           40       101       11                          

77           50     103         3                                                                      

79           46       105       5                                

83           36     107       7                

85           22     111       5                       

89           30     113         5                      

95           8                                                        

99           8                                       

109        6 

 

(*Please, remember herein that all of those hugely wondrous “mathematical plannings” we have witnessed            

in our first two critical documents (=Awesome Miracle 1 & 2) and herein in this third document are 

specifically and solely meant by Almighty for this Quran-Testament (=its Arabic original: Al-Khabaru) text           

in this Final Age, through that “Messenger of Covenant” now. (Please, also certainly see again The Testament 

98/2-3 in this regard.)                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Hence, Chapter 9 rightfully consists of 127 Verses in this “mathematically miraculous” original Heavenly text 

herein, as we have seen above; whereas Surah Tawbah rightfully consisted of 129 Verses in that “literarily 

miraculous” Quranic text in that Age. We have already seen how all those great Prophets, and especially 

prophet Muhammad in this regard firmly mentioned and prophesied, and thereafter fully supported this 

miraculous “Messenger/Message of Covenant” herein now also in this respect, in that first critical document.)        
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

So now we shall see herein all these Even and Odd numbered Chapters, together with their 

total Verses within them --on the left side, and on the right side-- all together, and then will 

see what comes out in the very end, from this ultimately precise Heavenly arrangement 

herein: 

     2 286 6 165             3 200 1 7  

        4 176 8 75        5 120 9 127  

   14 52 10 109       7 206 11 123                                                                             

16 128 12 111        19 98 13 43                          

18 110 20 135     21 112 15 99                                                  

   22 78 26 227                23 118 17 111                                   

      24 64 36 83         31 34 25 77                                       

      28 88 40 85      37 182 27 93                                    

      30 60 42 53         41 54 29 69                                            

      32 30 44 59         47 38 33 73                                         

      34 54 46 35         49 18 35 45                                          

      38 88 48 29         51 60 39 75                                                        

      56 96 50 45         53 62 43 89                                       

      58 22 52 49         55 78 45 37                                          

      64 18 54 55         59 24 57 29                                           

      66 12 60 13         61 14 63 11                                         

      68 52 62 11         65 12 81 29                                      

      70 44 76 31         67 30 87 19                        
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

      72 28 82 19          69 52 91 15                                   

      74 56 84 25          71 28 93 11                                      

      78 40 86 17             73 20 97 5                                     

      80 42 92 21        75 40 101 11                      

      88 26 96 19           77 50 103 3                                                  

    90 20 100 11           79 46 105 5                                    

         94 8 104 9           83 36 107 7                                      

      102 8 108 3           89 30 111 5                                                                                                              

      106 4 110 3                                        95 8 113 5    

 __________________________________          __________________________________      

     19x…            19x…   

 

======================================================================    

        98 8               85 22                                                             

     112 4                   99 8                                                                                                      

     114 6                             109 6 

 

And we should certainly remember herein that we were always definitely --on the left      

side-- to exclude, and --on the right side-- to eliminate by Almighty’s will (please, also                

certainly see The Testament 2/106 in this regard now) those “defective forms” within 

those 2 pairs of our golden Words first, and then also 7 pairs of our golden Letters then,                  

because this was an intrinsic and fundamental property of that authentic 19 code & system, 

as we have thus clearly witnessed also herein again, in our second page. (Please, especially 

certainly recall that heavenly “Uprooter” characteristics within 74/26-31 in this regard.)                                                                                                           
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

So in our above case, we again also are --on the left side-- rightfully to exclude, and                           

--on the right side-- rightfully to eliminate then by Almighty’s will again those 3 & 3                         

“defective forms” (because they are on both sides are thus cut short by Almighty, and                   

so lacking their remaining essential parts therein) immediately after those of our 27 & 27                         

perfect Even and Odd numbers, above. 

And in our above Table, we should thereafter also definitely notice that we are following 

the regular numerical order in the Quran-Testament, regarding the Chapter No’s therein; 

but only when we come to 26th row, we specifically skip on both sides  

98 8          85 22   

into the “defective forms” area, and regularly continuing thereafter with the next Chapter 

No’s in line therein, on both sides, that are:                                             

102 8        89 30 

putting now these Chapter --together with their total Verses, of course-- No’s into their places,  

and then thereafter continuing regularly thus to the end. And we should also certainly 

notice herein that this Chapter 89 on the right side above is the very Chapter in which 

Almighty specifically informs us about this exceptional Even & Odd number based  

“mathematical planning” herein! (89/3)                                                                                                                                                 

So if we really are thus on an equal, just and legitimate heavenly procedure herein                           

thus on both sides, in this very specific case, has Almighty ever mentioned then in His Word 

such a thing for/within His exceptional “mathematical planning” herein? 

====================                                                                                                                                

101- And when We changed a “Sign” (=aayatan; “89 30” in this case) into place of                          

another “Sign” (=aayaten; “85 22” in this case), and The Authority knows best what He is 

thus sending down, they said: You are only a fabricator! No, majority of them do not know!    

102- Say: The Holy Spirit has thus brought it down from your Lord as the truth, that He 

shall strenghten the ones who have believed, and as a Guidance (please, certainly 

remember that this “similar --Numbers-- in twoers/pairs” system is already called a 

Guidance by Almighty, upon which there would be number 19 then! 39/23 = 74/26-31) 

and as a good news for the surrenderers (to Him)! (The Testament 16/101-102)                          

====================         
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And we should definitely know herein that, even if we did not follow any “changing a Sign 

into place of another Sign” heavenly procedure (16/101) within the left side on our Table 

above, normally we would still get a positive result (=a number that is multiple of 19) 

therein, in the end. But of course, when we had to follow this heavenly exceptional 

procedure within the right side on our Table above, at/for that most specific Chapter 89 

therein, then it was absolutely necessary to follow the same procedure at the left side also, 

at the same row, exactly in the same way, in order thus to get an equal, just and legitimate 

confirmation from Almighty for/within this very specific case.  

So when we skipped these “Signs” at the 26th row, on each side, on our Table above, 

98 8          85 22   

the next “Signs” following in line to put into their places therein were equally (+4)             

Chapter No’s, on both sides:                                                                                                                                                                              

  (+4)        (+4) 

102 8        89 30 

And then thereafter when we brought down those omitted “Signs,” on each side,                                       

into their regular 28th row --within the “defective forms” area, of course-- the                                     

next “Signs” following in line therein were again this time equally (+14)                         

Chapter No’s, on both sides: 

(+14)       (+14)                                                                                                                            

   112 4        99 8 

And hence, by His --on both sides-- thus “mathematically precise” Most-Wise actions, 

Almighty has hereby thus also profoundly and solidly showed us within this Subject  

herein:  

** The miraculous importance of His Verses (=16/101-102) in this regard! 

** The pivotal importance of His Chapter (=89/3) --in which He specifically informs us 

about this Even and Odd numbers based exceptional “mathematical planning” therein--               

in this very critical context! 
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers herein, who     

--after those enormously significant two fundamental “Awesome” heavenly Messages,                 

as we have manifestly witnessed them in our first two critical documents-- shall also 

hearken thereafter to this third critical “Exceptional” heavenly Message herein, in this  

most anticipated Final Age,                                                                                                                                                      

and so thereafter would wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and 

personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for their own                      

eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again                     

The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 & 89/3-5 in this regard.) 

 

                      Metin/Messenger of Covenant 

 

 

             


